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It doesn’t seem so long ago, my future was in doubt
I looked like half a goldfish with my left eye sticking out
And in two-thousand-six, at St Vincent’s Private Clinic

Dr Gallagher looked in my head, and told me what was in it.

This Meningeoma was as worrying as weird
Usually I’m brave and staunch but this time I was scared

Lying in the buzz and clunk, amidst the MRI
I began to wonder what I’d left behind if I should die

At that was the beginning, of the thing that changed the way
I think about my life and how I’m living every day

And so I wrote my thank-you to these men I can’t ignore
The men who saved my face and grace, I call the Famous Four

Dr Gallagher, thank-you and I guess congratulations
For being the man who gave me my first ever operations

Thanks for reassuring me and always being in touch
Thanks for trying to help my Mum. You know that means so much.

Dr Sheehy, you should know, that Dr Richard said
If he was me then it is you he’d want inside his head

Thank-you for your expertise, you’re modest, like the rest.
But let me say, like others say, you’re wonderful. The best.

Dr Fagan, thank you for your skill and for your caring
And now that I can hear you, thanks for giving back my hearing

You called me in the hospital, before the op and after
And filled my bandaged head with lots of trust and hope and laughter

Dr Raymond Garrick, I can’t say how I feel
About the man who took the role to help this woman heal

When I was feeling ugly, you saw the pretty side
And now I have this confidence I’m happy not to hide

And just like every one of you, I hope that I can be
As much a source of self-belief as you have been to me

I don’t know how to operate, that’s not my skill or place
But now I know that we can overcome the fear we face

I’ll share that with the people that I meet along the way
Knowing you all were part of who I am today

On behalf of all the scared and sick, that find themselves with you
Thank-you for your brilliance and everything you do.

Lisa Burton.


